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A DFT investigation of substitutionally doped fullerenes MC59 of second- and third-row transition metals
shows that their stability increases toward the right-hand side of the d-block. Whereas the structural deviation
from that of C60 depends on the size of the metal atom, stability is governed by electronic properties of the
transition metal atom. A range of MC59 compounds of group 6-8 metals are predicted to have sufficient
stability for experimental observation.

Introduction

Since the discovery of efficient means of mass-producing
fullerenes, much effort has been spent on research on fullerene-
based compounds with the hope that their particular electronic,
optical and magnetic properties would lead to functionalized
materials with a wide range of applications.1-7 There are
different ways to link a heteroatom to the fullerene structure,
and most of the attention has been focused on endo- and
exohedral binding modes, which leaves the carbon framework
essentially intact. A more disruptive binding mode results from
replacement of a carbon atom of the fullerene network by a
dopant atom to obtain a substitutionally doped fullerene.8

Substitutional binding opens for strong interaction between the
dopant atom and the carbon network, involving both localized
σ orbitals and delocalizedπ orbitals, making these compounds
particularly interesting with respect to development of carbon
nanomaterials with novel electronic properties such as long-
range magnetic communication in carbon nanotubes.9 Further-
more, the substitutional binding mode leaves the metal atom
exposed to both the interior and the exterior of the carbon
nanostructure, suggesting that these materials may, e.g., exhibit
catalytic properties.10

Substitutional doping has been extensively explored for the
elements immediately surrounding carbon in the periodic table,
and synthetic routes to obtain macroscopic quantities of boron11

and nitrogen12 heterofullerenes have been devised. In contrast,
evidence for substitutionally doped metallofullerenes has so far
only been found in mass spectra following photofragmentation
of metal-fullerene clusters in the gas phase,13-16 or laser
ablation of metal-graphite composites10 or electrochemically
deposited films of metal-fullerene clusters.17 Among the early
d-block metals, networked metallofullerenes, MCn, have only
been obtained in the case of Nb and La, and only for relatively
small cages, e.g. up ton ) 50 in the case of Nb. For the larger
cages, the endohedral and exohedral structures dominate.18,19

For the mid- and late-transition metals, the stability of the
networked metallofullerenes seems to increase10 and larger
networked metallofullerenes such as MC59 have been observed
for metals from group 8 (Fe13,14), 9 (Co,13,14 Rh,13-16 Ir13,14,20)
and 10 (Ni,13,14,16Pt16,20).

Because of their difficult synthesis and metastable nature,
knowledge about the structure and properties of the networked
metallofullerenes is still scarce. Theory may complement the
lack of experimental information. Density functional theory
(DFT) has been applied in the study of all the above-mentioned
networked metallofullerenes15,17,20-24in addition to other net-
worked metallofullerenes.25-27 Most of these works involve
studies of the geometric and electronic structure of single
substitutional metallofullerenes or comparison among a few of
the experimentally observed compounds. The largest selection
of metals is found in a local density functional investigation of
the geometric and electronic structure of the networked metal-
lofullerenes, MC59 (M ) Fe, Co, Ni, and Rh).22 Comparative
studies of the relative stability of networked metallofullerenes
for broad selections of metals, including metals that have not
yet been observed to form such compounds, have not been
reported.

Given the low stability of most of these compounds and the
lack of insight into the factors governing their stability and
properties, it is to be hoped that theory may contribute more
directly to the synthesis of novel and potentially useful metal-
doped carbon nanostructures by singling out target structures.
We have thus embarked on a DFT-based screening of the
structure of the monosubstituted Buckminster fullerene, MC59,
where the dopant atom (M) is varied systematically among the
transition metals. It is our goal to establish direct relationships
between the nature of the metal, the metal-fullerene bond, and
the resulting stability of the metallofullerene. Preliminary results
for the first-row transition metals have recently been reported.28

Here, we report the corresponding results for the substitutional
metallofullerenes of the second- and third-row transition metals
and show that trends in bonding and stability for these
compounds can be explained by a few atomic properties of the
dopant metal atom. Furthermore, the present results for the
second- and third-row transition metals are compared to those
of the first row,28 thus enabling us to address trends in geometric
and electronic structure, bonding mechanism, and thermody-
namic stability among substitutional metallofullerenes, MC59,
of all the group 3-10 transition metals. Particular attention is
paid to properties that ensure strong metal-fullerene interaction
and formation of stable metallofullerenes. Finally, we predict
the future observation of a range of novel networked metallo-
fullerenes whose stability should be sufficient for experimental
detection.
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Computational Details

All calculations were performed using density functional
theory (DFT) as implemented in the Gaussian 03 suite of
programs.29 Geometries of the Buckminster fullerene (C60) and
of the metallofullerenes (MC59) were optimized withinIh and
Cs symmetry, respectively, using analytic gradient techniques.
The OLYP density functional, consisting of Handy’s OPTX30

modification of Becke’s exchange and correlation due to Lee,
Yang, and Parr31 was applied in the geometry optimizations.

Carbon atoms were described by a Dunning and Hay double-ú
basis set ((9s,5p)/[4s,2p]) whereas for chlorine, a corresponding
double-ú plus polarization ((11s,7p,1d)/[6s,4p,1d]) basis set was
used.32,33 For the transition metals, the Stuttgart relativistic,
small-core effective core potentials (ECPs) were applied, with
cores of 28 and 60 electrons for the second- and third-row
metals, respectively.34 Valence electrons were described by the
associated (8s,7p,6d)/[6s,5p,3d]-contracted basis sets.34

Total energies and properties were obtained in single point
(SP) energy calculations in the optimized geometries using the
three-parameter hybrid density functional method of Becke
(termed “B3LYP”),35 as implemented in the Gaussian 03 set of
programs.29 The SP calculations involved basis sets that were
improved compared to those used in the geometry optimiza-
tions: The carbon and chlorine basis sets were extended by
single diffuse p functions, and, in the case of carbon, also a
single polarization d function.33

With the described method and basis sets for energy evalu-
ation, the basis set superposition errors (BSSEs) of several of
the M-C59 complexes were found, using the counterpoise
method, to be in the range 0.10-0.11 eV. In other words, the
BSSE energies are small and relatively constant, and therefore
the relative stabilities of the MC59 compounds are not affected
to any significant extent and the BSSEs are not included in the
current contribution.

All calculations were performed in an unrestricted formalism
and the most stable spin state was located for each compound.
The wave functions were routinely tested for spin and orbital
instabilities and the expectation value of theŜ2 operator was
computed to detect spin contamination. Whereas the solutions
for some of the corresponding metallofullerenes of the first-
row transition metals were found to be severely contaminated
(contamination from next-higher-spin state higher than 5%),28

and were corrected accordingly, none of the presently computed
ground states were deemed to warrant correction.

Natural bond orbital (NBO36) analysis was used to character-
ize the electronic structure of the compounds. To quantify the
degree of covalent bonding in the C-M bonds, we combine
NBO electron populations and orbital characteristics into a bond-
order index which depends linearly on the number of electrons
in each of the natural bonding (nocc,i) and antibonding (nocc,j

/ )
orbitals as well as the amount of metal character in each of
these orbitals (fM,i andf M,j

/ ). Thus, each natural orbital that has
either bonding or antibonding character between the metal M
and a selected carbon atom contributes to the covalent bond
order index, i.e.,

wherei runs over all orbitals with bonding character between
the metal M and the carbon atom in question andj runs over
all the corresponding antibonding orbitals. The symmetry used
in the calculations (Cs) does not formally exclude mixing ofσ

and π components. In practice, however, theσ and π bonds
were found to be well separated in different natural bond orbitals
and the summation over natural orbitals may thus be further
resolved intoσ andπ components. The NBO calculations were
performed using several different Lewis structures in order to
assess theσ andπ components.37

In this work, estimates of the thermodynamic stability of the
substitutional metallofullerenes are obtained by using transition
metal chloride salts as reference compounds. The stabilities are
thus given as the energy of the reaction by which the metal-
lofullerenes may be prepared from metal chlorides, chlorine gas,
and C60:

Trichlorides (i.e.,n ) 3) were used throughout except for group
10 for which the metals do not form stable trivalent compounds.
We thus used dichlorides, i.e., PdCl2 and PtCl2, as reference
compounds for group 10. It should be noted that transition metal
trichlorides have, in fact, been used as starting material for
formation of networked metallofullerenes via metal fullerides,15

and we believe that the reference to common “off-the-shelf”
chloride salts in eq 2 should provide a practical measure for
the inherent stability of the monosubstituted metallofullerenes,
MC59. Where indicated, thermochemical values were computed
within the harmonic-oscillator, rigid-rotor, and ideal-gas ap-
proximations.

Results and Discussion

For all transition metals, optimization of the metallofullerene
compounds shows the existence of a stationary structure with
the metal atom integrated into the fullerene cage by formation
of bonds with the three neighboring carbons (labeled C2, C3,
and C4, see Figure 1), resulting in the characteristic drop shape;
see Figure 2.

The structural deviation from that of the unperturbed Buck-
minster fullerene depends to a large extent on the size of the
metal, the larger atoms being shifted vertically upward relative
to the smooth C60 surface: Whereas the latter has a small
deviation from planarity38 about each atom,Θ ) 12.0°, the MC3

fragment of the large yttrium atom, for example, has a clear
pyramidal character,Θ ) 126.7°, see Figure 2. On the other
hand, least pyramidal character among the presently studied
metallofullerenes is found for platinum (Θ ) 85.9°) and
palladium (Θ ) 89.3°), rather than the slightly smaller elements
in group 8 and 9 which nonetheless form shorter M-C bonds
than do Pt and Pd, cf. Figure 2. Obviously, the degree of
pyramidality depends not only on the radius of the metal atom,
but also on its detailed electronic structure and the preference
that the three-coordinate transition metal complex has for a
pyramidal over a planar structure.39-45

Despite the severe distortions about the metal center seen
particularly for the metallofullerenes of the larger metals, the

Figure 1. Labeling of the metal atom and its neighbors in the
networked metallofullerenes, MC59. Note that the M-C3 and M-C4
bonds are identical due to symmetry.

C60 + MCln +1
2
(4 - n)Cl2 f MC59 + CCl4 (2)

BO ) ∑
i

nocc,i(12 - |fM,i -
1

2|) - ∑
j

nocc,j
/ (12 - |f M,j

/ -
1

2|)
(1)
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perturbations caused by substitution do not propagate far into
the carbon network. Outside the two six-membered and one five-
membered rings joined by the metal atom, all C-C bond
distances remain within 0.01 Å of those calculated for the
Buckminster fullerene.

In fullerenes, bonds that are shared between two six-
membered rings (often referred to as 6-6′ bonds) generally are
found to be shorter than bonds at junctions between a six- and
a five-membered ring (6-5 bonds), cf. Figure 1. This is
particularly pronounced in C60, for which r(6-6′) ) 1.401 Å
andr(6-5) ) 1.458 Å have been obtained by gas-phase electron
diffraction.46 Our corresponding computed bond distances,r(6-
6′) ) 1.411 Å and r(6-5) ) 1.464 Å, are in very good
agreement with the experimental data. Similar to previous
theoretical studies of selected metallofullerenes,24,23we find that
this relationship between the bond distances, i.e.,r(6-6′) <
r(6-5), holds true also for bonds involving the metal, see Figure
2. In fact, the 6-6′ bonds are consistently shorter than the 6-5
bonds in all the networked metallofullerenes studied here.

Our calculated metal-carbon bonds for RhC59 (1.92-1.95
Å) are within 0.01 Å from those obtained using LDA (1.91-
1.94)22 and within 0.03 Å from the corresponding distances for
three isomers of RhC53 computed using B3LYP (1.94-1.98
Å).15 The calculated metal-carbon bond distances for PtC59

(1.96-2.00 Å) are found to be within 0.03 Å from the results
obtained using LDA (1.93-1.99 Å),17,20and the corresponding
agreement for IrC59, 1.92-1.96 Å (this work) vs 1.91-1.95 Å,20

is very good.
The calculated reaction energies according to eq 2 are all

large and positive, implying that the substitutionally doped
metallofullerenes are unstable with respect to formation of metal
chloride salts, chlorine, and C60; see Table 1. Furthermore, the
reaction energy decreases to the right in each period, and thus
at first glance the stability of the networked metallofullerenes
seems to correlate with the amount of structural deformation
following substitution. The smaller metals to the right appear

to be significantly better integrated into the fullerene network
than, for example, the large yttrium atom (cf. Figure 2), and
one might expect the structural variation to manifest itself in
the corresponding reaction energies of eq 2. The atomic radius
of an element is of course intimately connected to electronic
properties which in turn determine the nature and strength of
chemical bonds, making it is difficult to separate electronic
effects from those that may be attributed exclusively to atomic
size. Important examples of the latter include structural defor-
mation of the C59 network in order to accommodate the large
heteroatom and nonoptimal C-M-C and C-C-M bond angles
at the point of substitution. The second- and third-row transition
elements are very similar in size, the radius of a given third-
row metal normally being slightly larger than that of the second-
row metal of the same group. Except for group 4, the
metallofullerenes of the third-row transition elements are
calculated to be more stable than those of the corresponding
second-row transition elements, showing that pure size effects
are not decisive for the stability of the networked metallof-
ullerenes. This becomes even more evident when comparing
with the smaller first-row transition elements.28 Except for group
3 and 4, our calculated reaction energies for the metallofullerenes
of the first-row transition elements are more positive than those
of the second- and third-row transition elements. In group 8,
for example, iron (covalent radiusrcov ) 1.17 Å47) gives∆E )
6.25 eV for eq 2,28 while the larger osmium (rcov ) 1.26 Å47)
forms a considerably more stable metallofullerene, OsC59, with
∆E ) 2.40 eV. Corrections to reach enthalpies and free energies
are not expected to alter the trends formed by the relative
energies to any significant extent. As a test we have calculated
thermochemical corrections for the formation of RuC59. At 298
K the reaction enthalpy is 2.75 eV, only 0.09 eV lower than
the corresponding reaction energy (∆E ) 2.84 eV). The
reactions for formation of the present metallofullerenes are either
identical (group 3-9) or very similar (group 10 compared to
the other groups), except for the variation of the transition metal
itself. Moreover, apart from some variations in shape and local
geometry at the point of doping, the structure of the networked
metallofullerenes are principally the same and contain identical
numbers of metal-carbon and carbon-carbon bonds. In other
words, in addition to being small, the enthalpic corrections are
expected to be relatively constant among the present compounds.
Because of the reduction in the number of particles in eq 2, the
entropy correction is somewhat larger (-T∆S ) 0.42 eV for
RuC59). However, all the formation reactions involve a reduction
in the number of particles and the influence of entropy thus
will also be fairly constant among the present compounds.

In addition to displaying a decreasing trend upon traversing
each of the transition metal rows from left to right, the reaction

Figure 2. Metal-carbon bond distances,r(M-C2) andr(M-C3), of
the networked metallofullerenes of the second and third row transition
metals. See Figure 1 for atom labeling. Inserts: The molecular structure
of the least (M) Pt, left, pyramidalization angleΘ ) 85.9°) and the
most (M ) Y, right, Θ ) 126.7°) pyramidal metallofullerenes. The
pyramidalization angle,Θ, gives the departure from planarity.38 Note
that, due to the adopted view angle, the M-C3 bond eclipses the M-C4
bond.

TABLE 1: Total Spin Expectation Values and Reaction
Energies (eV) for the Formation of Metallofullerenes, MC59,
of the Second- and Third-Row Transition Metals, Ma

Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pdc

stateb 2A′ 1A′ 2A′ 3A′′ 2A′′ 1A′ 2A′ 1A′
〈 Ŝ2〉 0.78 0.00 0.77 2.16 0.81 0.00 0.78 0.00
∆E 9.40 7.62 6.44 5.30 4.50 2.84 2.34 2.91

La Hf Ta W Re Os Ir Ptc

stateb 1A′ 2A′ 3A′′ 2A′′ 1A′ 2A′ 1A′
〈 Ŝ2〉 0.00 0.77 2.12 0.80 0.00 0.78 0.00
∆E 7.68 6.43 5.12 4.05 2.40 1.86 2.22

a Reaction energies according to eq 2.b Molecular term symbol.c For
metals of group 10, dichlorides are used as reference salts in eq 2
whereas trichlorides are used for all other groups.
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energies of eq 2 are increasing when descending groups 3 and
4 to the left and decreasing for the groups to the right; see Figure
3. As already noted, we believe that eq 2 represents a practical
measure for the inherent stability of the networked metallof-
ullerenes. Of course, a different choice of reference reaction
would lead to different absolute values for the stabilities.
However, it is gratifying that Ding et al.,48 using a very different
reference reaction, eq 3

obtained calculated relative stabilities for metallofullerenes,
MC69, of group 9 transition metals in qualitative agreement with
our stabilities for the corresponding compounds, MC59, i.e.,
increasing metallofullerene stability upon descending the group
is obtained in both studies. More importantly, this trend is
observed in experiments.14

The above calculated and observed trends suggest that
stability of the networked metallofullerenes could be connected
to the “nobleness” of the metals, for example as measured by
the ionization energy. Indeed, there is a clear negative correlation
(correlation coefficient,R2 ) 0.65) between the first ionization
potential and the reaction energy of eq 2 for all the three rows
of transition metals. It is particularly notable that the vertical
trend in stability, which changes from the early to the late
transition metals, is discernible also for the first ionization energy
of the transition metals. The ionization potential of the dopant
metal atom was early singled out as important for obtaining
the strong covalent metal-carbon bonds necessary for the
realization of stable networked metallofullerenes.10 Metals with
low ionization potentials, on the other hand, tend to form
endohedral metallofullerenes with predominantly ionic interac-
tions between the encapsulated metal atom and the surrounding
fullerene cage.10

The fact that covalent metal-carbon bonds seem to be
important for obtaining networked metallofullerenes suggests
that the electronegativity of the metal atom should be an even
better indicator for metallofullerene stability than the ionization
energy. In fact, the Pauling electronegativities of the three rows
of transition metals are seen to correlate better (R2 ) 0.81) with
stability than do the corresponding ionization potentials (R2 )
0.65). However, there are severe problems connected to the
Pauling electronegativities for the transition metals. For example,
several of these electronegativities are higher than that of silicon,
a metalloid, and in a thorough investigation of the Pauling scale
the values for the transition metals have been characterized as
“erratic and largely unrealistic”.49 Of the other electronegativity

scales in common use, only the Allred-Rochow (AR) scale50

is complete for the d-block. In contrast to the Pauling scale,
AR electronegativities obey the “silicon-rule” and are not fitted
to molecular data. In other words, they are strictly atomic, a
fact which facilitates separation of the effects involved when
using electronegativities to analyze chemical trends. The AR
electronegativities were found to correlate surprisingly well (R2

) 0.92) with metallofullerene stability for the first-row metals28

and also describe the corresponding stabilities for the second-
and third-row metals well (R2 ) 0.85), commensurate with the
expectation that the late transition metals form stronger covalent
bonds with the carbon network. However, for all the three rows
together, the correlation is much less convincing (R2 ) 0.26),
and thus vertical trends in metallofullerene stability are not well
described by the AR electronegativities, see Figure 3. Vertical
trends in transition metal chemistry are often related to the
relative energies and spatial extensions of the metal valence s
and d orbitals; see, e.g., refs 51-53. The 3d orbitals are
relatively compact and low in energy compared to 4s and are
less suitable for valence sd hybrid orbital formation than the
4d and 5d orbitals are. For example, the ratio betweenns and
(n - 1)d radial expectation values is equal to 2.93 for iron and
significantly lower for ruthenium and osmium (2.17 and 1.76,
respectively).54 We have tried to account for these effects by
including the energy splitting between thens and (n - 1)d
orbitals (εs - εd) as well as the ratio between the radial
expectation values for the s and d orbitals, (〈rs〉/〈rd〉), as obtained
from ref 54 in a three-variable linear model together with the
AR electronegativity,øAR. The inclusion of the orbital descrip-
tors drastically improves upon the model based on the AR
electronegativity alone (R2 ) 0.91, as compared toR2 ) 0.26),
indicating that the added parameters actually do handle the
vertical variation as expected; see Figure 3.

Three metal-carbonσ bonds are found in all the metallo-
fullerenes studied here and each of these bonds contain close
to 67% metal (n - 1)d. In other words, all the metal atoms are
sd2 hybridized. The easier hybridization predicted for the heavier
elements (Vide supra) manifests itself in higherσ bond orders.
For example, the totalσ bond order increases upon going from
Ru (2.12) to Os (2.26), see Table 2, and both these elements,
in turn, have a higher totalσ bond order than that of Fe (1.91).28

The fact that the d shell is becoming less compact and binds
better with the valence orbitals of carbon upon descending the
d block is also evident from theπ bond orders, which are fairly
constant among the rows for the early transition metals but
increase markedly upon descending the groups 6-9. Again using
group 8 as an example, theπ bond order is seen to increase
upon going from Ru (0.39) to Os (0.51), see Table 2, and both
these elements in turn, have a higher totalπ bond order than
that of Fe (0.34).28

The formation of better covalent bonds for the more elec-
tronegative metals to the right is reflected in the covalent bond
orders (eq 1) given in Table 2. Theσ bond orders increase
steadily from left to right except for the last group (10), for
which the metals prefer the+2 oxidation state and obtain
somewhat lower bond orders than the neighboring metals to
the left. It thus appears that theσ bond orders follow the trend
formed by the stabilities and that, as indicated already by the
correlation with properties such as the ionization potential and
the electronegativity (Vide supra), formation of covalent metal-
carbon bonds is the main factor governing stability of the
networked metallofullerenes. In fact, a linear model based on
theσ bond orders is able to reproduce the stabilities with high
accuracy for the second- and third-row metals (R2 ) 0.91) as

Figure 3. Predicted and calculated reaction energies for the formation
of compounds MC59 according to eq 2. The linear regression models
for prediction employ either only the electronegativity of the metal
atom, to give the model termedf (øAR), or the electronegativity,
the energy splitting betweenns and (n - 1)d orbitals, and the relative
size of the ns and (n - 1)d orbitals, to give the model termed
f (øAR,εs - εd,〈rs〉/〈rd〉). See the text for details.

C70 + M2 f MC69 + MC (3)
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well as for all the three rows together (R2 ) 0.88). Equivalently,
the trend in stability could be explained by the difference in
hardness for the transition metals. The early metals are clearly
hard acids and prefer the fairly hard chloride base in the reactants
of eq 2 whereas the late metal ions studied here are borderline
cases and prefer the softer fullerene fragment.

Theπ bond orders are smaller than theirσ counterparts and
are, of course, zero for the early metals, Sc and Y, which have
all their valence electrons engaged inσ-bonds and also
effectively zero for the group 10 metals which have more
compact d orbitals and also prefer a low oxidation state (+2).
The π bond orders vary smoothly along the rows from left to
right, increasing at the beginning and reaching a maximum
relatively early, in group 6, and decreasing to the right. Theπ
bond orders thus do not correlate significantly with stability,
suggesting that theπ components of the metal-carbon bonds
in the networked fullerenes do not translate into bond energy
to the same extent as theσ components.

The increasing electronegativity of the metals through the
rows is reflected in the decreasing polarity of the metal-carbon
bonds; see Table 3. The NBO charges of group 3 and 4 second-
and third-row transition metals are all above 1.5 e, whereas the
corresponding charges for ruthenium and rhodium, for example,
are below 0.5 e. It is remarkable that such a significant variation
in metal atom charge is balanced almost exclusively by the
charge of the neighboring carbon atoms, whereas the more
distant C56 fragment absorbs a fairly constant amount of charge,
qC56 ) -0.38 ( 0.12 e. The lowest metal partial charges are
found for ruthenium and osmium in group 8. Somewhat higher
charges, in turn, are obtained for the late metals, in particular
for the elements of group 10. The increased charge can probably
be attributed to a lower electronegativity for the group 10 metals
compared to the elements immediately to their left as well as
to lower valency, i.e., reduced capacity for covalent bond
formation compared to, e.g., the elements of group 8.

Conclusion

We have shown that substitutionally doped metallofullerenes,
MC59, of second- and third-row transition metals are in general
metastable with respect to formation of the transition metal
trichloride (dichloride in the case of group 10 metals), chlorine
gas, and C60. However, the stability of these compounds
generally improves toward the right-hand side of the d-block.
Most of this improvement can be attributed to the increasing
electronegativity of the late transition metals and the stability
of this class of substitutional metallofullerene thus follows well-
known trends in stability of organometallic compounds in
general. The more electronegative metals to the right form
increasingly covalent and stronger bonds to the three neighbor-
ing carbon atoms of the fullerene. In contrast, the size of the
metal atom is seen to have little or no influence on metallo-
fullerene stability despite significant local distortion of the
spherical fullerene geometry upon doping with larger d-block
metals such as yttrium. A comparison to similar results for the
corresponding metallofullerenes of the first-row transition
metals28 shows that the relative energy and extension of the
transition metalns and (n - 1)d orbitals have to be accounted
for in order to explain the vertical trends in stability in the
d-block, i.e., the group trends. The overlap between the metal
d orbitals and the sp hybrid orbitals of the neighboring carbon
atoms increases down the groups, with significant improvement
in overlap occurring in particular upon going from first- to
second-row metals. To date, substitutional metallofullerenes,
MC59, of iron as well as of all the group 9 and 10 transition
metals except for palladium have been observed in mass
spectrometric studies.13-16 We have already predicted that,
among the first-row metals, chromium should form a slightly
more stable substitutional metallofullerene than that of iron.28

The present calculations involving second- and third-row
transition metals suggest that a range of corresponding com-
pounds of palladium as well as of group 6-8 metals may be
more stable than that of iron and thus observable in experiment.
Particularly promising stability is obtained for the elements
below iron, ruthenium and osmium, and future observation of
RuC59 and OsC59 may thus be anticipated.
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TABLE 2: Bond Distances (Å), Pyramidalization Angle
(deg), and Covalent Bond Orders of Networked
Metallofullerenes, MC59, of the Second- and Third-Row
Transition Metals, M a

Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd

r(M-C2) 2.26 2.06 2.00 1.95 1.91 1.88 1.92 1.98
r(M-C3) 2.28 2.14 2.06 2.03 1.95 1.93 1.95 2.00
Θ 126.7 112.1 106.3 102.8 96.4 93.7 94.2 89.3
BOσ(M-C2) 0.30 0.51 0.59 0.64 0.68 0.70 0.73 0.64
BOπ(M-C2) 0.29 0.56 0.65 0.53 0.39 0.08
BOσ(M-C3) 0.32 0.51 0.57 0.64 0.68 0.71 0.76 0.68
BOπ(M-C3) 0.14 0.25 0.34
BOσ(total) 0.94 1.53 1.73 1.92 2.04 2.12 2.25 2.00
BOπ(total) - 0.57 1.06 1.33 0.53 0.39 0.08
BO(total) 0.94 2.10 2.79 3.25 2.57 2.51 2.33 2.00

La Hf Ta W Re Os Ir Pt

r(M-C2) 2.05 1.99 1.95 1.91 1.89 1.92 1.96
r(M-C3) 2.13 2.05 2.02 1.96 1.95 1.96 2.00
Θ 108.5 102.4 100.2 94.7 92.7 92.2 85.9
BOσ(M-C2) 0.50 0.60 0.66 0.71 0.74 0.79 0.75
BOπ(M-C2) 0.25 0.50 0.66 0.59 0.51 0.10
BOσ(M-C3) 0.48 0.57 0.66 0.71 0.76 0.81 0.74
BOπ(M-C3) 0.13 0.27 0.43
BOσ(total) 1.46 1.74 1.98 2.13 2.26 2.41 2.23
BOπ(total) 0.51 1.04 1.52 0.59 0.51 0.10-
BO(total) 1.97 2.78 3.50 2.72 2.77 2.51 2.23

a See Figure 1 for atom labeling. The M-C3 and M-C4 bonds are
identical due to symmetry. The pyramidalization angle,Θ, gives the
departure from planarity.38 Bond orders, BO, are obtained using eq 1
and several different Lewis structures in the NBO calculations in order
to assess theσ andπ components.37

TABLE 3: NBO Partial Charges (e) Calculated for
Networked Metallofullerenes, MC59, of the Second- and
Third-Row Transition Metals, M a

Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd

qM 1.82 1.60 1.16 0.84 0.52 0.34 0.47 0.70
qC2 -0.44 -0.52 -0.31 -0.20 0.02 0.07-0.03 -0.20
qC3+ qC4 -0.88 -0.79 -0.58 -0.35 -0.16 -0.02 0.01-0.14
qC56

b -0.50 -0.29 -0.27 -0.29 -0.38 -0.39 -0.45 -0.36

La Hf Ta W Re Os Ir Pt

qM 1.75 1.38 0.97 0.67 0.45 0.52 0.74
qC2 -0.58 -0.40 -0.22 -0.04 0.03 0.00-0.27
qC3+ qC4 -0.91 -0.65 -0.42 -0.25 -0.07 -0.08 -0.17
qC56

b -0.26 -0.33 -0.33 -0.38 -0.41 -0.44 -0.30

a See Figure 1 for atom labeling. The C3 and C4 atomic charges are
identical due to symmetry.b The combined charge on the C56 fragment
of carbon atoms not directly bound to the metal.
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Supporting Information Available: Tables giving mo-
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